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ABSTRACT

SADAME is a computer code developed by the
French Energy Commission (CEA), in order to assess in
operation defective fuel characteristics and primary
circuit contamination; the code is used in connection
with an on-line primary water gamma spectrometry
device and has been tested on Electricité de France
(EDF) power plants.

The description of the code and some results
obtained during their qualification on one power plant is
presented in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

For many years, both theoretical and experimental
studies carried out at the CEA (French Atomic Energy
Commission) on the release of fission products and
actinides from in operation defective fuel assemblies and
their migration and deposition inside the primary circuit
of PWR's, have made it possible to develop defect
characteristic diagnosis methods based on radiochemical
measurements of the primary coolant1'2< 3.

To be fully efficient, these methods have to be used
in connection with an on-line primary water gamma
spectrometry device in order to get the most
comprehensive data on fission product activity
evolutions in steady slate and operation transients, but
they also may be used from gamma spectrometry
measurements on primary water sampling .

In order to achieve the on-line characterization of
defected fuel assemblies and the assessment of fission
product and actinide activity evolution in the primary
coolant, the SADAME device has been developed and is
under qualification for the EDF nuclear power plants.

H. DESCRIPTION

The SADAME device includes ( Figure 1) :

• a gamma Ge detector with its shielding set in front of
a 1 or 2 cm diameter electropolished tube in which
the primary water is flowing (Nuclear sampling
system)

- an electronic set including high power supply,
spectroscopy amplifier, fast analog to digital
convener and a digital stabilizer.

- a personal computer used as multichannel analyser
and for quantitative gamma spectrometry analysis

• 2 analog to digital converters to supply operation
parameters (nuclear power. Chemical and Volume
Control Tank flow rate) to the diagnosis computer
code

- a SUN SPARCStation 2 computer on which the
diagnosis code is running

One gamma spectrometry of the primary water is
performed every hour and the results (activities of rare
gases, iodines and cesiums) are transmitted together
with operation parameters to the diagnosis code.

III. DIAGNOSIS

There are two types of diagnosis which can be
supplied by the SADAME device; the first one is related
to the defected fuel assembly characterization, the
second to the estimate of fission product and actinide
activities in the primary circuit



A. Defected fuel assembly characterization

This diagnosis consists of determining the main
characteristics of the defective rods. Physical equations
and empirical correlations, already described in several
papers3, allows a correlation of rare gases, iodine and
cesium primary water activities to the following
parameters :

a) number of defects
b) power of leaking rods
c) the severity of defects in terms of defect size
d) burnup of the leaking rods

Parameters a and b are determined from the rare gas
fractional release at different power levels; parameter c
is related to the ' 3 U to 1"Xe fractional release ratio;
parameter d is related to the 134Cs to 137Cs activity
ratio.

Figure 2 present one of these correlations between
the " ' l / " 3 X e fractional release ratio and the size
(equivalent diameter) of the defect measured during the
quantitative sipping test usually performed on French
power plants'*.

B. Assessment of the primary circuit contamination

In addition to the defected fuel assemblies
characterization, SADAME allows an estimation of rare
gas and iodine primary water activities at the beginning
of a cycle when reloading defected fuel assemblies. A
correlation in SADAME was used to calculate '^Xe
release fraction versus linear power of a defected rod for
different cycles at which the defect occurs, as shown in
figure 3. P is the linear power of the defected rod and Pn
the avenge linear power in the core. We can notice that
gas release decreases when the cladding defect occurs
later during the irradiation cycles; this phenomena is
related to the decrease of fuel temperature induced by
the shrinking of the fuel to cladding gap (due to the
cladding creep)

Information needed for the diagnosis which is not
available " on-line" has to be supplied to the processing
unit by the operator before the beginning of the cycle.
This information is mainly :

- the irradiation parameters for the assembly sets ( that
is linear power during the current cycle, the number
of previous cycles for the set)

- the characteristics of reloaded defected fuel
assemblies ( number, size of the defects, linear power
at the reloading position)

All these parameters are entered in the processing
unit by the operator through an easy graphic interface
(Figured

IVRESULTS

A. Defected fuel assemblies characterization on
BUGEY 3 unit

The SADAME device has been tested during steady
state operations and during the power transient of the
unit outage. On line activity measurements for rare gases
and iodine are shown in figures S and 6, respectively.

An example of SADAME calculations for rare gas
steady state fractional release in BUGEY 3 unit is shown
in Figure 7. These calculations, together with transient
fractional release and 134Cs to 137Cs activity ratio
(Figure 8), allow a determination of the characteristics
of defected fuel and the primary circuit contamination.

The results of quantitative sipping test measurements
during the reactor outage showed a very good agreement
with prediction (one 32000 MWDA defected fuel
assembly with a micro defect).

B. Assessment of primary circuit activities on
CHINON Bl unit

During the reactor outage between cycles 7 and 8,
five defected fuel assemblies were reloaded. SADAME
predictions for the primary water activities at the
beginning of cycle 8 have been done and were compared
later with radiochemical measurements at the beginning
of cycle 8. The results of the comparison for rare gases
and iodine are shown in table 1 and figure 9.



Nuclide

8SmKr
87Kr
88Kr
89Kr
133Xe

133mXe
135Xe
138Xe
1311
1321
1331
1341
1351

TOTAL GASES
1311 EQUIVALENT

Nuclide activities (MBc
SAOAME

3 084
4 382
7 427
4 951

63 650
1483

24 539
11774

468
3 263
2 038
5 115
3 158

121291
2 379

Measurements
4 200
5500
9000

70 000
1800

23 000
8000
1 100
3400
3000
5000
3500

121 500
2 413

I/O
Deviation (%)

-27
-20
-17

-9
-18

7
47

-57
-4

-32
2

-10

-1

Table 1 • SADAME primary water activities calculations for CHINON Bl cycle 8

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The methods and correlations used in the SADAME
processing unit for diagnosing and characterizing the
defected fuel assemblies during operation are currently
being used satisfactorily by EdF and CEA from the
primary water activity measurements performed through
sampling by the laboratory of the nuclear plant

As well, predictions of the activity levels and their
evolutions have been carried out for several plants when
reloading defective fuel assemblies and were a precious
help in the management of defective fuel assemblies. A
generally good agreement was obtained between
predicted and measured activities.

The qualification of the on-line SADAME device has
been recently carried out and the results of this
qualification are very encouraging. A future
improvement of SADAME dealing with the calculations
of the long-term contamination of the primary circuit is
now under development
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Figure 1 -Overview of SADAME

Figure 2 - Relationship between 1 3 ' I / 1 3 3 Xe fractional release ratio and equivalent diameter of the defect
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Figure 3 - '-^Xe fractional release versus rod linear power
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Figure 4 - SADAME graphic interface
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Figure S - On-line rare gases activity measurements
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Figure 6 - On-line iodine activity measurements
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Figure 7 - Rare gas Fractional release in BUGEY 3 cycle 11
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Figure 8 - Evolution of '^*Cs lo '^^Cs activities ratio versus burnup
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Figure 9 - SADAME activities calculations for each defected fuel rod


